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=============================== Description What is VueScan? VueScan is an easy-to-use scanning tool for many
kinds of documents, including film negatives, microfilm and microfiche, printed text, negatives, transparencies and more. It

captures the data from the scanned images and converts them into electronic form. VueScan uses X10 Metadata file format and
is a great replacement for the good old software scan and you don't need to save the result in any format first. VueScan is
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designed for use with the X10 Library, that makes your X10 Libraries available to be used with VueScan as well. Key Features
Description: Advanced Facial Recognition: The advanced facial recognition feature can recognize and capture the face of a

person in the scanned image. Besides, it also can automatically capture the face of people who appear in the image. Email X10
Libraries and Scan Notes: When you finish scanning, you can email the X10 Libraries and Scan Notes that you want to archive

by pressing the "Email X10 Libraries and Scan Notes" button on the main menu. X10 Metadata Upload: The X10 Metadata
Upload feature automatically adds the name of the scanned image, title and description of scanned image, the date it was

scanned and the name of the person who scanned it to the metadata file. The data are stored in the X10 Metadata file format.
Please note:The metadata feature is designed for use with the X10 Library. X10 Metadata Display: The X10 Metadata Display

feature allows you to view the metadata of the image as XML data. 82157476af
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